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COBIT 5 Implementation complements COBIT 5 (figure 1). The objective of this reference guide is to provide a good practice approach for implementing GEIT based on a continual improvement life cycle that should be tailored to suit the enterprise’s specific needs.

The COBIT 5 framework is built on five basic principles, which are covered in detail, and includes extensive guidance on enablers for governance and management of enterprise IT.

The COBIT 5 product family includes the following products:
- COBIT 5 (the framework)
- COBIT 5 enabler guides, in which governance and management enablers are discussed in detail. These include:
  - COBIT 5: Enabling Processes
  - COBIT 5: Enabling Information (in development)
  - Other enabler guides (check www.isaca.org/cobit)
- COBIT 5 professional guides, which include:
  - COBIT 5 Implementation
  - COBIT 5 for Information Security (in development)
  - COBIT 5 for Assurance (in development)
  - COBIT 5 for Risk (in development)
  - Other professional guides (check www.isaca.org/cobit)
- A collaborative online environment, which will be available to support the use of COBIT 5

This publication is structured as follows:
- Chapter 2 explains positioning GEIT within an enterprise
- Chapter 3 discusses taking the first steps towards improving GEIT
- Chapter 4 explains implementation challenges and success factors
- Chapter 5 discusses enabling GEIT-related organisational and behavioural change
- Chapter 6 details implementing continual improvement that includes change enablement and programme management
- Chapter 7 discusses using COBIT 5 and its components
- A number of appendices are also included:
  - Appendix A presents COBIT 5 processes and maps pain points to the processes
  - Appendix B provides an example decision matrix
  - Appendix C maps example risk scenarios to COBIT 5 processes
  - Appendix D provides an example business case
  - Appendix E is the COBIT 4.1 maturity attribute table